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Curators approve
design of U-Center
~ ' One-stop

shop'
three years away
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
(Rolla, Mo)-The Board of Curators approved on
Friday a $3 1 million structure tabbed as the "o ne-stop
shopping" center for students.
Architec ts for the V-Center may now proceed with
completion of the final designs before UM·St. Loui s
officials accept bids on the project from contractors.
Mi chael Kennedy of Kennedy Associates presented the plan before the curators and described the
V-Center in detaiL
He said that Kennedy Associates, which worked in
conjunction with Chiodini A ssoc iates, tried to create a
building that was user-friendl y, festive and convenient.
"The first design objective was to energize the
image of the campus," Kennedy said. "The V-Center,
therefore, has to be a dramatic beacon that invites and
welcomes students and faculty as they arrive on campus ."
The new V-Center will rest in the valley between
parking lot E and Garage C.
Students will enter the building on the second floor
and immediately find themselves looking down into
the dining area and through a large, curved, two-s tory
glass atrium.
M ost o f the building' s exterior consists of brick
and glass. The green roof gives the studeDtcenter what
Kennedy calls "a character and vitality that set it apart
from the other buildings on campus.
A 320-foot enclosed pedestrian bridge will span
the distance from the U-Center to the stairs located
between Lucas and Clark Halls.

','

An artist's rendering of the new student center.

Construction begins next May ...

May of '98."

Internal features include a food court and sites for
he Women '5 Center, Health Services and the Dis-

Though much of the initial design is complete,

lbled Student Center.
The second floor of the building is w here mu ch of
he hustl e and bustl e will take pl ace .
Here, multi-level vistas will allow visitors to view
he quadrangle, which may include a large reflec ting
10 0 1 (an added attraction called for within the
.1asterplan). The bookstore, registration, several reail shops, fi nancial aid and cash ier 's office will be
loused on th is leveL
The third level is intended to be more qui et. S evral co nfere nce roo ms, quiet studies and student orgaizational offices will be located here . In addition,
ulti-level vi stas and soc ial lounges will be available

much more has to be done before co nstru cti on can
begin. Laura Rees, projec t coordinator for the UCenter, said the arc hitec ts will now begin the des ign
development phase. This entails refining the design
of the flo or plan to make s ure it meets all of the current
building codes, she said .
"We will be getting into more detail ," Rees said ,
"regarding building systems including structural , mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems and re fining the floor plans"
Rees said this phase could last about four months .
Then the arc hite cts will draw the constructi on documents, whi ch are iss ued to the contractor. Rees sa id

n this le ve L

this process could last as long as five months.

irport
•
XpanSIOn
hreatens
bservatory

Get it whlle it's hot

To finance the U-Center , the Uni versi ty will
issue approximately $29 million in revenue bonds.
An additional $3. 5 million will be used out of general
campus funds to he lp fund the building . However,
amenities such the pedestrian bridge and escalators
may have to wait until Ch ancellor Bl anc he Touhill
can locate more money if the bid for the project
comes in too hig h.
" We have to stay within a certain amount of
money, " Touhill said. "So the bridge is one of those
things we're going to say, ' what will it cost to

..
'

-----~The current campus layout.

see U-Center, page 10

State senator proposes tuition freeze
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
A state senator from St. Charles
says a message must be sent to officials in higher educ ation to stop skyrocketing tuition.
Senate Minority Leader Steve
Ehlmann (R-St. Charles) rece ntly introduced an amendment that he says
will keep officials in higher education from absorbing a$1 ,500 tax credit
proposed by Gov. Mel Carnahan.
If approved, the bill would limit
tuition increases at public colleges
and universities to the Late of infla-

tion.
Ehlmann likened soaring tuition
costs to rising health care costs .
"Tuition has been rising at an
average of 7.8 percent nationwide
over the past 20 years ," Ehlmann
said. "When we had that type of increase over th at period of time for
health caI~e, they called it a crises. At
some point, we've got to decide the
cost of higher education."
Ehlmann said university administrators have to learn to stay within a
budget. He said the maximum amount
a professor can earn should be kept to
a certain amount. He cited that pro-

fe ssors' average salaries in the UM
system have risen from $57,000 to
$72,000 Ol,'er the pas t three years.
" When is it · going to stop," he
asked. "It just can't keep going on
and on forever. "
Howev er, James Krueger, vice
ch a ncell or of Technological and
Managerial Services , said, if imple- .
mented, the plan could ultimately hurt
s tudents.
"I think it's good for students,"
Krueger said. "But it could adversely
affect the campus depending on the

see Freeze, page 6

Presidential candidate calls for up-graded computers
by Bill Rolfes
news associate

!
bf

see Airport, page 6

Squeezing in the amenities ...

Says increases must come to a halt

y Jerry Weller
f The Current staff
The co ntroversial W 1-W plan to
expand Lambert Field threatens more
than just Bridgeton , according to Richard Schwartz, chairman of the UMSt. Louis Physics and Astronomy Department. Schwartz says implementation of the plan would seriously
compr omise
th e
campus
observatory's value.
"The WI-W plan will , in effect,
destro y th e rese arch mission of th.e
bserv atory ," Schwartz sa id.
Proponents of the plan claim that
i is necess ary to improv e the airport
i order to maintain Sr. LO!Jis' statu s
s an aircraft hub.
L ambert Field 's ex is ting run ways
annot be used efficiently because
t ey are too c lose together for mulfple planes to land safely when the
eather is bad , officials say.
Under the WI-W plan , part of
, rid geton would be razed in orde r to
breate a new run way south a nd west
the existing runways.
Schwartz fears the researc h mi ssion of the observatory would be se-

"Then in the early part of '98," Rees said, "the
project will go o ut to bid w~th a ground breaking in

photo: Ashley Cook

Serven Carruth prepares a hot dog for Pauletta Whitehorn.

So far, only one candidate ha
officially entered the race for a position on the Student Government Association executive committee .
Jim Avery, a sophomore biology
major, is the lone-candidate (at press
time) running for SGA president.
Bob Fritchey , the current SGA
president, said one other student has
applied for vice president. As .of
March 19, the applicant was waiting
on the Student Activities Office ;
which checks the records of all who

apply, before releasing his/her name.
But even with that application,
there still would not be enough candidates to fill the three executive comgllttee positions. Fritchey call this
"typical."
"Traditionally , most of the applicants sign up on or right before the
deadline (March 28) ," Fritchey said.
Fritchey added that several people
have approached him about entering
the election, but none of them have
signed up yet.
Avery, 25, does not currently hold
a positi.on in the SGA General Assembly . He said his absence may

provide some fresh ideas and fair
leadership.
"As a student who has never been
involved with the student government, 1 can come in with clear objectives," Avery sai(l. "1 don ' t know
anybody in the SGA, and I don't owe
anybody any favors. "
The main concern A very wants
to address as president is the quality
of the campus computer labs. He complained that the computers are old
and slow , and they are constantly
crashing.

see A very, page 6
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It.s about that time of year when it's out
with the old and in with the new for the Student
Government Association.
I'm sure most students don't know who the
SGA president is, let alone the fact an election
to replace him is on the horizon. But who can
blame them? Little or no fanfare has emerged
out of the smattering of hum-drum assembly
meetings. The highlight of the year so far
consists of the recently passed election rules.
Commenoable, but nothing strong enough to
provoke new interest in student politics.
Personally,
I've waited for the
SGA elections for
a long time. I
would like nothing
more than to see
two or three
candidates emerge,
each with an
original, exciting
ScottLamar
campaign platform.
editor-in-chief
Something a little
more creative than,
"1 want more students to get involved." That
tired slogan has been recycled time and again
and has never worked.
Unfortunately, my hope for a three-person
race is fading fast. The filing deadline for
candidates is Friday and only one man, Jim
A very, has offlcially entered the ring.
Kudos to A very for having the courage to
take on the responsibility of leading the
students. It's a daunting task given the apathetic
nature of a commuter campus.
But c'mon people, somebody stand up and
·give this man some competition. One person
/ races tend not to make for exciting press during
political campaigns of any kind.
Not to take anything away from Avery. In
an interview with The Current, he outlined an
agenda that should pique the interest of the
campus.
He suggests that SGA publish a booklet that
lists the UM-St. Louis instructors followed by
an evaluation from students. I'm sure most
professors would scowl at the notion, but I think
it's a fabulous idea.
It's ?imilar to Slam Tables at the University
of Texas-Austin. There, during registration,
students have the opportunity write an anonymous and uncensored evaluation of professors
on tables covered with butcher paper and
·-divided
into education subjects. The tables
are
,
I
meant to aid, fudents in selecting their courses.
Though professors at UT-Austin equate the
practice with wtiting on bathroom walls, the
Sllam Tables in Austin have proven to be a
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Familiar ritual nothing new to colleges
Look out college students.
It's a rising trend in colleges and
universities across the nations. It's probably the last thing people like you and
me think about at this time in our lives .
It's not the new attendance policies; it's
not studying to pass midterms. It's not
even what this May's graduates are doing after commencement.
In fact, it is something so common
that some of us don't even think about it
until after it happens and we are sleeping in our bed. What is this new trend to
hit this campus and other colleges and
universities?
It's the innocent ritual of one night
stands .
That's right friends. They are out of
the movies and into our lives. No more
fictitious Beverly Hills 90210 episodes.
This is real life, and it can happen to you
and me.
The ' national news on Saturday
evening, Mar. 1, 1997, donated an entire
five minutes to air a segment about the
stereotypical 90' s practice. I would
imagine some of you right now are saying to yourself, "Oh my gosh! Am I a
statistic?" According to the nightly news,
l' in every 15 students hashad the riiean-

ingless experience of a one night stand.
In this di verse un i versity community, that
figures out to he exact ly a buttload of people.
Can you believe it? One night stands are
a rising tradition on university campuses. I
never would
have guessed.
Have I been in
the dark since
my arrival to
this institution~
Chances
are it's the
news agencies
that have been
CraigHolway
in the dark. One
guestcolumnist
night stands are
as common on
this campus as the continuing rise in tuition.
Can these two be connected in someway? I
doubt it, but it was worth a thought.
To tell the truth, one night stands are more
common than we might think. Meet at a
college dorm room, socialize, go to a drinking establishment, socialize a little bit more,
retire to some other dorm room, become a
statistic and wake up the next morning with a
headache and a weird se nsation that you did
something else besides the normal socializing you are used to .

You ask yourself, "Who and how
was it')"
Does anyone find a problem with one
night stands~
1 would love to hear your response
because right now, I cannot think of an
argument that establishes any ethics or
morals behind it. Sure you can use the
"responsibility" argument or the "1 have
been used" argument. But these do not
put the respo nsibility on any party involved.
Is this wrong~ I don't know. Am I
susceptible to becoming a participant in
this rising ritual? I don't know if! want to
he. And, am I weird for thinking that
way~ All th ese questions race through
my mind and cloud the logical answers.
I guess the answer to all of these predoctorate inquiries is simple in and of
itself. The most evident answer would
be: be safe. Have fun, be careful and
don't become a statistic . If you get the
opportunity to participate in this ritual,
the least you could do is know each .
other's names.

Holway is afreshman English major and an opinion writer for The
Current.

Legislator's 'freeze' a good idea for students

slIccess. In fact, one student set up an online
version of the tables. Establishing a forum for
students to communicate at a large commuter

Freeze.
The word has long been associated

And the Board of Cu rators may do just
that. The curators a re already intimating

with food preservation and poorly writ-

that another fiv e -ye ar plan 'oul d fo llow

The m os t "growing and dy namic"

ten cop movies, but state se.nator Steve
Ehlmann wants to make it part of every student's a·nd administrator's life
by freezing college tuition at Missouri
public institutions of higher education .
Ehlmann's proposal, which would
allow tuition to increase annually by
no more than the rate of int1ation as
determined by the Consumer Price
Index, is in response to Governor Mel
Carnahan's recommended $1 ,500 tax
credit to students and their parents for
the first two years of higher education
at a public college or university, a
plan Ehlmann says will "provide no
financial reIiefto college students and
their parents."
Clearly, Ehlmann is on to some- .
thing here. The Governor's proposal
does not adequately protect students
from tuition increases similar to the
five-year plan within the UM System
that has nearly doubled tuition since

cl ose behind newly -named system presi d e nt Manuel Pacheco's Aug . I arrival. The
Governor ' s bill mjgh tju s t be the scapegoat
curators need to pur the hUrl o n students '
wall et s fo r a no ther h alf d ecade.
Th e propaganda people in both the sy tern a nd UM-Si. Loui insi s t the new fiveyear plan , i f in fact it becom es reali ty .
would on ly increase tuit io n by the ra te of
inflation ( the same as E hlmann's ame ndment) , renderi ng legislative in te rventio n
un necessary a nd unwanted .
But in these the fi nal months of the
inaugu ral five-year plan , University officials are scram bling to scrap together ev ery
last dollar th ey an find y oder couch cu hions and in de k drawe rs to replace revenue
formerl y had by simply dipp in g into stu,
dents' p ockets . Furtheml ore , that the Uni ve.rsity fi nds its elf financial ly s trapped the
first year after the five-yea r plan ends will
likely become yet another reason , alo ng
with Carnahan's plan, that ad ministrators
and system officials will use to justify another five-year reign of financial terror.
Ehlmann's idea is sounding' better all
the time. These hudget cuts (or budget
reallocations as the spin doctors like to call
them) only mask a deeper problem rooted
not in a lack of funds but in a lack of fiscal
responsibility and stewardship on the part

egment of thi s Univer'i IYis most likely
t.h e bureauc racy . a nd bureauc rats do n ' t
~om e cheap. T o make matte rs worse,
administrators a nd system lJeads ~o m e to
students wi th hands out a nd gun s draw n
every time the coffe rs are lo w because
they are too cowardly to de ny greedy
professors annu al salary hike s.
Regardl ess of what lhe inte ll ectual
"Iitis t me ntality of ac ademia would h ave
us believe, students and facult y members
exist sym bi otic ally: we can ' tl e arn WiUl o ut the m: they can' tjustify researc h wi thout teaching somebody something. And
since salary incre ases acc oun ted for much
of the last fi ve years' tuition increases , it
seems only fair that studen ts sh oul d enjoy, at the expense of facult y m embers
and their gravity-defyi ng sa laries. five
years free of the unspeakabl ffron tery
that was the five-year plan.
Acting in collusion with each campus' administration, the system and its
opposition to Ehlmann 's plan speak volumes abC?ut the representation , or lack
thereof, that students have on the Board
of Curators and even at the local administrative level.
We never thought our Robin Hood
would be a politician.

c.ampus such as this one would be a leap of epic
proportions.
Currently, the only common bond studenrs
have. is their local high school affiliation. WeJl,
thaI and the campus computer situation.
'IVhich le:J.ds to Avery's next issue: addressing, the University's student computing fee.
Avery cited the increasing demand on
students to use e-mail and the Internet in the
computer labs. He contends that the fee
shouldn't bv as high as it is ($6 for each credit
hour) when the computers are always crashing.
De.spite thefact that the computer issue is at
interest to most students, it has not been raised
by an SGA president in years.
Avery has some good ideas, but there are
other issues that another inspired candidate
ctluld ride to the polls.
The. University system's backward incremental grading policy is but one. There's a D+,
C+ and a B+, but where's the A+?
Or what about the ridiculous attendance
poficies many instructors enforce. I suppose just
because we're adults and pay a healthy sum for
tuition doesn't mean we can make the choice to
stay home if we so choose.
Though many students never tall( each
other, there are still many issues that pertain to
them on this campus. And student involvement
is not on the list.
Anyone can run for a political office on this
campus.. That'S the easy pru1. The difficult part,
as past presidents' records have shown, lies in
pinpointing and addressing the issues that affect
the entire student body . Furthermore, an SGA
president thm can develop new policies and
_ practices that elicit student discussions and
debate is the true chaUenge and the best
measure of success.

1992.
Ehlmann is right when he says,
"the colleges [and universities in the
state] will know you have this new
found money and will be tempted to
raise their tuitions, gobbling up the
entire amount."

of

University

and

system

Every morning on my way to school, I
drive by a rack full of The St. Louis PostDispatch. The stand is chained to a stop sign,
so coming to a complete and unmistakable
stop not only keeps those quota-mongering
Normandy Police away from me but also
allows me to glance at the headlines to see
what' s the big news in the city each morning.
From this morning ritual I discovered that
McDonnell-Douglas had merged with
Boeing, that two allegedly crooked old men
hiding out in
Chile were finally
back in the
Gateway City and
that a man nan1ed
Oren thai owes
somebody a lot of
money.
In thi s
manner, I know
DougHarrison
what people are
managingeditor
talking about
when I catch snatches of conversations that
refer to these newsy items of interest.
Furthe11l10re, I can appear at least remotely
infonned until I have a chance to read the
paper in its entirety. Bul as a budding young
journalist, I ought to know better than this.
Readers who rely totally upon just one
source, or even two or three, for news of
current events throw themselves at the mercy
of a handful of journalists. Every day, in a
thousand newsrooms all over the free world,
groups of editors huddle around a conference
table and a pot of Maxwell House to decide
what is news.
Clearly some decisions are easier than
others. If you're in St. Louis and one of the
metro areas largest, most lucrative employers
merges with another larger, more lucrative
industry giant, the choice is prelty obvious.
Unfortunately, most choices aren't that
simple. That complexity can be attributed to a
number of sources, and to attempt a discussion of them all would prove tedious and
insufferably long. What emerges, though,
from such a discussion is that journalists and .
readers alike must retain a sense of perspective when covering and ingesting news.
For journalists, the choices that make up
that perspective are daily obfuscated by the , •.
perverted, often masochistic and insatiable
thirst Amelicans seem to have for tales of "
misery, suffering, pain and disaster. This is
not to excuse or dismiss the apparent genetic
propensity many journalists have for the

darker sides of life.

But in defense of my colleagues, however
disreputable many of them may be, the
widespread criticism of the media (which has

admnisitrators.

Doug Harrison

--IVIAIL US:
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become an industry itself) is often the result of
readers' m isguided interpre tations of journalists ' fini hed product.
I' ve wondered for years if the same
naysayers who m al ign j ournalists for over
playing airline crashes and natural catastrophes would pau'on ize the same news so urces
that reported in depth every day the thousands
of airplanes that did nOt cras h and the millions
of people who were not victimized by a
tornado or an eart.hquake or a monsoon . The
journalist' s job is ro report that which is
unexpected, ullco mmonly good, ind ece ntly
unfair r egregio usly abusive. That many of
us do not temper Our work with a healthy dose
of responsi bili ty. etllics a nd morality bespeaks
individual character flaws, not industry-wide
corrupti n.
Un fortunately, the awe-inspiring graphi cs,
impressive photo spreads and marquis
reporters that ac ompany these reports too
many times wow readers into accepting at
face value what they read, see and hear as
indi sputably objective and undeni~bly true.
When those dazzling spreads that appeared
above reproach tum out to be a little
disingenious or hyped, readers feel duped and •
harbor an intense contempt that festers with
every newspaper, radio program and television newscast produced.
So I'm nOl sure if, as Keats said, truth is
beauty, beauty truth. For the truth, or a form
of it, as journalists record it and readers
receive it is often anything hut heautiful. I am
confident, though, that truth and objectivity
are but a goal.
That we miss it does not mean we have
failed to aim for it.

-
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The Art of AIDS: Artist creates unique chronicle of life, death
by John Jones
features associate

They're quick to dress like other
: Americans in blue jeans, cowboy
: hats and sunglasses. Many smoke
; American cigarettes and drink
: American beer. They even dri ve the
: trendy sports cars and utility vehicles du jour that other Americans
drive, yet on the roadways, they
stick out like fishnet stockings at a
funeral, because apparently Asian
Americans, Middle-Eastern Americans and other ethnic minorities fail
to fully comprehend andJorappreciate one of the oldest American traditions, civil disobedience,
I know it's not fashionable, and
God knows it' s not politically correct to find fau lt with a minority
groups, especially when the person
finding the fault is a member of the
dominant culture, Butl'm only rai sing the issue in an effort to help these
minority group members achieve
the assimilation their other behaviors suggest they want to achieve.
In recent weeks, when rushing
from one job to the next or from
school to home, I' ve wound up behind several different cars that were
doing the speed limit-one was going even slower-in the fast lane. In
every case these cars were being
driven by people who appeared to
be of Asian or Middle Eastern descent.
And ill each case frustrated and
angry drivers were passing them on
the right and casting angry looks at
the offending vehicle's occupants
as they passed. I noted in every case
when I went to pass, the driver and
front seat passenger stared straight
ahead while, in three of the instances.
children or young adults looking
embarrassed and humiliated cowered in the back seat. They knew
their parents were violating societal
norms, yet they were powerless to
do anything about it.
Assimilation is difficult enough
for a minority group when the members ' physical characteristics alone
make them stand out when compared to members of the dominant
culture. It will be difficult if not
impossible to achieve when members of such minority groups refuse
to adopt a behavior that so many
view as the one that clearly sets
Americans apart from other nationalities.
This country is built on a foundation of civil disobed ience. Our
colonial forefathers wrote the book
on it. And today the traditions of
speeding, insulting the cop who
atches you, actingindignantathav.ng to appear in court and glaring at
he judge when ordered to pay a fine
e every bit as much a part of the
eric an fabric as Levi ' s©, Coke©
and lawsuits over copyright infringements.
Are these people just so cheap
they don't wantto payafine, I asked
. myself. Or are they simply scared
that if they' re caught violating the
law, they 'll be thrown in jailor
deported ?
Being a devout student of human behavior, I was intrigued by
this phenomena and curious to know
whether it was merely acoincidence
that all these deviants were ethnic
minorities orif a definite pattern had
developed.
I don' t have the answer yet. but
; I would sure be interested in hearing
; from those who have been passen~ gers in these vehicles. Specifically
. I'd like to know the English translaI
, tion of what the male dri vers are
: 'saying through those clinched teeth
, when people are driving alongside
'them honking. cursing and making
obscene gestures.
Until I'm through withmy study.
please try to be patient with these
people when you encounter them on
the roadway. For many. this is the
first country they have had a chance
to own a car or drive in .

I

see Column, page 4

How can a person feel or empathize with the
suffering of another without ever having experienced that same pain? A panel of six people gathered
last Thursday to discu ss this and other questions
regarding the co ntroversial art exhibition of artist
Jeff Colby that opened recently in Lucas Hall Gallery 210.
Jeff Colby died of AIDS almost two years ago.
He left behind a legacy of art that acts as an autobiography of his life and his struggle with the disease.
In his work, Colby went to great lengths to expose his
feelings of helplessness, hop e, and, at times, stark
terror of living with AIDS. To help define his work,
he went as far as the use of his own tainted blood as
a medium in his art.
"You may turn away in distaste, not wanting to
be associated with this." said panelist Kent Smith of
the State Museum of Springfield , TIl., concerning the
art's graphic nature. "He does not deal with this in
the way of. I think, someone who has found peace."
Colby used several different types of constructions in hi s art. Most have traces of Colby's blood
incorporated. He hits the viewer with many powerful
images of religious significance. mixed in with blood
filled sample vials, needles and gauze strips that the
artist collected over his many hospital visits.
"Clearly. the audience must bring a great deal to
the work," Stephanie Ros s of the UM-St. Louis
philosophy department explained. She said that the
audience must know a little about the disease and
Colby' s experience to appreciate the artist's message. "Is it inevitable that art is autobiographical?"
she asked.
The astute eye will notice that Colby was chronicling, through his art, his experiences, He describes
the loss of his right eye due to an AIDS associated
infection in two of his works titled the Comfort
Series. In this series, he had taken several turn-ofthe-century advertisements fearuring facial views of
attractive models and placed gaping black holes over
their right eyes. This helps the viewer to' visualizfl
Colby 's partial loss of sight and what it meant to him.
One member of the panel was moved , Richard
Goss is a minister for the Metropolitan Community
Church. He has h~lped many people stricken with
AIDS , including his partner of fifteen years. "As I
look at it I see stories that I've known."
Melissa Rountree, the associate curator of fine
art at Hallmark Cards in Kansas City, described
some of Colby 's last works as an urgent message.

At left, two of artist Jeff
Colby's creations currently on display in
Gallery 210: top, Luck
of the Draw (1992).
Bottom,
Light a
Candle
(1992).
Colby
(pictured
here in
1995)
incorporated into his
art elements and
materials related to
AIDS, the disease from
which he suffered and
ultimately died in 1995.

Colby knew that his time was growing more limited .
In response, he churned out works as fast as his body
would allow. In his work / cams Ascending, Colby
used hypodermic need les, filled blood sample vials,
art supplies and feathers.
He had combined the three into an abstract
whole that gives the viewer the idea of the subject

rising but dread at the circumstances that will \
ca use the eventual fall.
One panelist sum med up hi s view of the work
as: "as close as I'll ever be to that kind of terror."
The exhibition will be on display until April
26th. The gallery is located in room 21 0 of Lucas
Ha ll.
\ )fP'IJ , • •

Alternative .
Religion Club
makes its debut
on campus ,

Writer spends spring break with the stars in ~. A.
The phrase "life in the fast lane"
bar (not club) in LA. city of the st.ars
has never applied to me until two
(not angels).
weeks ago.
The drinks were expensive, but
On spri ng break,
the setting falsely
I had the good forseemed worth it.
tune of travelling to
My friends and I
the West. Two of my
decided to take a spot
friends and I flew into
on one of the many
Phoenix on Thursday
couches lined against
night, March 6, to
the walls to absorb the
visit another friend .
experience. As Jlooked
On Friday, the four
to my left, I saw a faof us piled into a
miliar face, I looked
BeckyRickard
Mitsubishi 3000GT
again, only to discover
with our luggage- of The Current staff
that Drew Barrimore
destination: Los Angeles.
We began our first night at a bar in
the hotel behind ours called The Peninsula. Feeling extremely uncomfortable in jeans at such a classy establishment in Beverly Hills, we obviously
did not stay to finish our drinks.
However, as we were waiting for
our cab outside the bar, wemet ahotshot
cigar dealer, Yarm, who gave us the
secret password to Sky Bar, one of the
hottest bars in LA.
.
We were a little reluctant to take
his advice, but after the valet pulled his
white Dodge Viper into the carport, we
decided to try it out. The password
worked like a golden key .
I, Becky Rickard, 22-year-old, average native S1. Louisan without much
travel experience, was in the hottest

was sitting on thecQuch
nextto us. It is strange how average the
covergirl of childhood stardom-goneawry seemed.
Yarm was extremely excited to
see us when we
aC\ually built up
the nerve to hobnob in the main
bar. After a grueling conversation
with him, we decided to go back
to the hotel and
rest up for the next
day of shopping
on Rodeo, seeing the stars on the sidewalk of Hollywood Blvd. and, of
course, using the same password for
entrance into Sky Bar.

(wearing the same black leather jacket
that he had worn the night before). We
also met Johnny Depp (who nearly
smashes the bones in your hand while
he shakes it), Scott Wolfe and Neve
Campbell (w ho were extremely
frie ndly) and Dewey from the movie
Scream (whose funky dancing tactics
did not help the already pathetic impression he had left with me).
The other stars we watched but did
not dare interrupt were Ellen DeGeneres
(out ofthecJoset), ScottBaio, Matthew
Perry (not quite so "Friend"ly) and
Molly Ringwald's boyfriend in the
movie For Keeps . In retrospect, the
excitement has worn off a bit. Instead
of thinking about how unbelievable my
experience
meeting these
famous people
was, I think
about how I was
Johnny Depp nearly
wearing cheap
shoes
and a borsmashes the bones in
rowed outfit
your hand while he
when I met them.
shakes it.
I also think
about how their
flesh has the
same' co nsistency of water as
does
mine.
for movie stars .
Although my "life in the fast lane"
The password worked again, and I
only
lasted for a weekend, the memoturned on my star radar.
Di Caprio was at the bar again ries will last a lifetime.
Our quest for sleep was prolonged
when the head bouncer began showing us where the stars were hiding.
Leonardo Di Caprio was walking
around the far left comer. Dean Cain
was flirting in the near right comer,
and George Clooney was just being
his sexy self about three feet in front of
me.
Pictures and autographs were out
of the question so the only way we
could validate our supernatural
sightings was to say we had touched
these people. I had the embarrassing
privilege of telling Di Caprio: "You
are the man" as I shook his hand.
Saturday night was as exciting as
Friday, and this time we knew to look

by Jill Barrett
features editor
The spring equinox tookplaee on
March 20. This day marks the beginning of spring and is a time ofreli"
gious celebration for some. The Alternative Religion Club, a new UMSt. LoulS organization, took pm in a
full moon ceremony at Emerson
Chapel Friday-eveni~g. ·
'The purpose of this club is t.(1)
ex:plore [religions} that are not con.sidered mainstream," s~id !enny
Cloninger, a sophIDQre ml!-jb6ni iii
general.studi(!s.'~Hlt,re an;"about 20.
religious organizatioris enca.mpus
exceptlor the Catholic Sfudent Ministry and.a MosIerri'orgaru:tatioh; .tl!¢
rest, are Prote.,stant ,We Qecided that
the campus needed more .di:ve~ity;" ,
. Along witbMistybawn; ajunior '
accounti~g major, ei()rtinger. gain~d '
.recognition f(j~ the grouli tbrougl} ,
~tudent Actiyjti~ aria began activi~
ties thjs semester, In~addjtiOJno .t he
full mooDcerem9n.y',ttie club attep.ded
'aHare Kristina presentation ari:dswnsored ari on~carilp(Js . ?i~cussio~ · of

see Religion,.Pl!ge4

Ifyou had it to do allover
again, what would you do?
"Philosophy, psych, anthro, sociology-I
would have decided on a major sooner."

- ThiLam
Senior • Philosophy

"I W'ouid do high school-an over a-nd try a
little harder."

-JimAvery
Sophomore • BioZt>gy

"I would have listened to and re~pected
my parents more."

- Denise Sloan

Sophomore"· En~glish

"I would h~ve become a professional
bowler."

- Bob Puvlakos
. 2nd year- Optometry
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Flyby night
Hale-Bopp celestial goldmine for Uobservatory
by John Jones

comet as it swung above the horizon.
Looking through the lens, visitors
could see the comet's golden-yellow
Soft electric motors came to life corona and most of the trailing dust
on a Saturday night two weeks ago as and gas with reasonable clarity. The
the UM-St. Louis observatory swung night sky was clear, and the city lights
to life and took aim. It's target was didn't seem to hamper the view very
one of the brightest and most spec- much.
Inside the University's active retacular objects in the night sky, the
cometHale-Bopp. Theobjectsatlow search observatory, the first thing vision the northwest horizon, just above tors saw was the primary telescope. It
the top of one of the campus' ever- is a large cylinder about three feet
greens. It looked like agold star with long with a cable connecting it to
a brownish-gold tail of dust trailing electronic equipment. On a computer
screen nearby was an image of the
it.
The observatory was open to the comet: a bright yellow object in the
public, and many people were taking middle of the screen. Standing nearby
advantage of it. A long line'stretched . and overseeing the viewing was Riout from the small entrance to the chard Schwartz, UM-St. Louis prodome. Outside, a smaller Univer- fessor of physics and astronomy.
sity-owned telescope tracked the
Schwartz explained that opening

features associate

the observatory to the public often
attracts large crowds of enthusiasts,
especially during major astronomical events like Hale-Bopp. He ex.pected over three hundred people on
that particular night and about a thousand more visitors during the subsequent viewing.
Hale-Bopp took over3,500 years
to swing nearby and will not return
for another two and a half millennia.
It was discovered on July 23,1995,
by Alan Hale and Thomas Bopp (thUS
the name "Hale-Bopp"). It is a very
recent discovery , considering that the
cornet has been gliding along it's
solar path since before written history. The best times to view the
comet with telescopes, binoculars or
even the naked eye, include the later
part of this month and early April.

After that time, the cornel will fade
away into the glare of the sun and the
moon . Currently, one can see the
comet reasonably well in an urban
environment, but getting out into the
country .to see it will yield a much
more clearer view.
The UM-St. Louis observatory
will be open to the public at 8:00 p.m.
on March 29 and on April 12 at 8:30
p.m , provided that the weather is sat- .
isfactory for viewing. Visitors are
welcome but should come early. HaleBopp makes only a short appearance
above the horizon and then dips down
below the tree-top s at about 9 p.m.
Observers should not be discouraged,
how ever, beca use , comet aside,
Schwartz said that many other bright
celestial bodies should be visible
through the telescope.

Religion, from page 3

JL ri[ 1) u[[119 to 'E[ect

. Wicca, a pagan religion.
"The purpose of the club is
not to come together to worship," explained Cloninger.
"Most of our friends have come
from mainstream religions, and
we're interested in exploring
what is out there."
Richard Robey, a member

Normandy Fire District
Board of Directors
An experienced administrator of enormous energy
and talent; of.high personal integrity; dedicated to
his family, church and community.
Paid for by the committe to elect Robert (Bob) Lee; Linda Johnson, Treasurer

Are you

of Covenant of Ur,itarian Universalist gious paths and do not strictly follow
Pagans (CUUPS) led the discussion
teachings of the five major world relion Wicca. According to Robey, Wicca gions: Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism, Juis just one tradition that falls under the
daism and Christianity. Some pagan
heading of paganism. The term was
traditions include Druidism, Norse,
once used by early Christians to refer Celtic, Judeo-pagans, Cristo-pagans ,
to persons who had not converted to
Hindu-pagans and shamanism.
Christianity. Modem-day pagans are
Cloninger received some help orpersons who follow alternative reli- .ganizlng thecarnpus group by the Coun·
cil for Alternative Spiritual Traditions
~C.
(C.A.S.T.). This society is an umbrella
organization for networking in the alternative spiritual community in the St.
Loui s area. Although members of the
club are interested in exploring the diversity among minority religions, some
upcom ing sessions will examine the
mystical and folk traditions of the major
five religions. In addition to Easter Mass
at the New Cathedral onSunday, March
30, UM-Sl. Loui s professor Howard
Schwartz will discu ss Jewish folk tales
interested in FREE MOVIES?
at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, April 1, in J.c.!
We are currently hiring for:
Penney Hall.
>I< Usher

*

Concession
Box Office
* Cash Handlers
Flexible Hours, Great Pay, Opportunity for Growth
For Information, Call:

*

205-9800

Or stop by our trailer on the west, rear side of the theatr~ ,
* Must be 16 to apply *

Column, from page 3
Remember, too, that many of them
came from countries whose governments didn't tolerate any degree of
civil disobedience. Show compassion
and understanding whenever possible.
If that doesn't work, honk incessantly,
flash your bright lights and shake your
fist out the window.

AS THE WORLDECONOMY BECOMES INCREASINGLY INTEGRATED1

IT IS ViTALTHATTODAY'S MANAGERS BE WELL·VERSED
IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SKILLS,

WE NEED HELP
Tuesday April 8th
and
Wednesday April 9th
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
and
4:30pm - 8:30pm
ff Interested call

POLITICS

SGA

WORLD CULTURE.

SGA
PACIFI

aCE
LIP P IN E 5

SGA
Saint Louis University's unique one-year, full-time program
provides a strong academic foundation in international
business through a comparative approach to United States
and Asian business.

3'8 8-4226

Fill out the form below and

return it to

SGA
If you are a professional mid-level manager or recent graduate who desires to:
• Broaden your perspective into global markets

University Center

• Sharpen your ability to make effective management decisions
• Enhance your opportunities for career advancement

Room 262
An hour or any amount of time will do.
SGA Etection

Vo~unteer

AND

THE MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
WILL GIVE YOU THE ADVANTAGE.

Form

•
• Name

•

•

: Phone Number

•
• Dayes) Available

Time(s) Ava/fable

..
•

•
•
•
•

•.......•. ........ .•.•..••..................•..•
~

Saint Louis University is one of only 22 business schools in the United States
offering international business degrees at the undergraduate, master and
Ph,D. levels. The Institute of International Business also offers a two-year,
port-time Executive MOSIer's Degree in International Business that is designed
for the working executive.
FOR PROGRAM INFORMATION,
contact Saint Louis University's Institute of International Business,
School of Business and Administration, 3674 lindell Blvd.,St. Louis, MO 63108.
(all 314/977-3607, fox 314/977-7188,

or e-mail: mccaffdm@slu.edu

SAINT LOUIS
UNIVERSITY
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Ford, Pitt deliver in The Devil's Own

Rapper's
firstsolo
project has
help from
big rlames

by Nathanael D. Schulte
entertainment ed itor
Hanison Ford has been my favorite actor
ever si nce The Fugitive and did nothin g to disappoint me in The Devil's Own. Though it 's probably not his best movie , he still managed to give
a meaningful and believable performance.
The story begins in 1972 when young Frankie
McGuire , an eight-year Northern Ireland resi dent, sees his father shot in cold blo od at the
dinner table by a co uple of masked intruders.
Jump 20 years to 1992 in Belfast where Frankie
(Brad Pitt) has now become a t hief operatI ve for
the Irish Republican AmlY.
The ne xt sce ne follows with a botched attempt by British intelligence to capture Fran kie
and his cohorts.
Next we jump to New York City the following year. A younge r looking , clean- shaven
Frankie McGuire has now turned up there.
He is known as Rory Devaney , a young Irish
immigrant sponsored by the kindly Judge Pete r
Fitzsimm ons (George Hearn), a secret Iri sh loy alist. The Judge decides to place Rory with the
family of Tom O'Meara (Harrison Ford) , a police sergeant and long-time friend.
11le 0 'Mearas welcome Rory into the family
as if he had al ways been there, and he soon gains
their trust, all the way down to the youngest
daughter, Annie (Kelly Singer).
This tru st is so und till one day so me men in
ski masks break into the O' M eara home and
taking nothing , tear apart Rory's basement
dwelling. Sus picious of this, Tom dec ides to

Harrison Ford (left) and Brad Pitt enj oy a game of pool in The Devi/'s Own.
search Rory's room while he's away and disc overs the bag of mon ey Rory has stashed bel ow a
floor board in the raised bathroom .
Under the suspicion that Rory is rea II an IRA
operative and is using the money to buy arms,
Tom decides to arrest Rory . Rory escapes and
kill s Tom' s partner, Eddie (Ru ben Blades).
At the hospital where Eddie is pronou nced
dead, Tom is introduced to the same Bri tish intelli gen ce age nt who shot down and killed all of
Frankie's fell ow unit members and is now con-

Sister Hazel adds to list
of grassroots greats
Sis ter Hazel' s debut, Somewhere
The first single is " All ForYou ,"
More Familiar, released in Fe blll- a 10\ E song that incorporates many
ary, is a unique blend of gras sfllots,
different sounds. "Supennan" and
country-rock and intelligent lyrics.
"Just Remember" are also catchy
Hailing from Gainesvi lle, Fla.,
tune s.
this quintet has a strong local followThe CD on the whole is easy
ing.
listening with a positive vibe.
In fact, before the group released
Sister Hazel sounds similar to
Somewhere More Familia r on UniDog Eye's View and Belleville naversal Records, it rel eased tw o inde- tives Son Volt and Wileo.
pendent albums.
r would say, ho wever, that Sister
Both CD" sold out quickly. If Haze l has a softer tone than D,)g
Sister Hazel's local popularity is a Eye's View.
predictor, Som ewhere More FamilIf you enjoy any of the previiar should become a hit.
ously mentioned bands or are into
,.. It is a co ll ecti on of songs that . the grassroots scene, I think yo u will
flow smoothl y together. T he CD has , enjoy Somewhe re More Familiar
an organic feel which immediately
from Sister Hazel.
draws your att enti on.
(Matthew Regensberger)

vinced Tom is hiding Frankie.
After decid ing that the British mean to kill Rory
rathe r than arrest him, Tom decides he must arrest
Rory himself, for his own protection.
Th ough I personally think Harrison Ford is the
best act r out there, Brad Pitt certainly shows himself
strong as well. Pitt shows promise of becoming one of
the bes t in Hollywood down the road.
Th ou<1 h it 's not the best film I've ever seen and
has with a couple slow spots, it is certainly entertaining and worth the ticket price.

THE STAGNANT
IS COMING. SOON.

Me Eiht,

Muggs Presents ... The Soul
Assassins Chapter I-OJ M uggs

appearing on DJ
Muggs' solo album

Already possessing three hit
albums by his group Cypress
Hill and many more hits mixing
other artists' work, OJ Muggs
has made a solo album, b'U ~ ,it
isn't quite a solo album . :He is
solo from his group Cypress
Hill but on his debut release he
produces 11 different artist.
So Cypress Hill braintrust
OJ Muggs has begun to produce a new artist So what?
Sure, I think that Muggs is one
of the top DJs in the rap industry. But a Soul Assassins project
without Soul Assassin members, House of Pain and
Fun kdoobiest? That just doesn't
make fora Soul Assassins. That
is like having a Beatles Reunion without John Lennon, but
I guess anything can happen.
While I was very disappointed that HOP and
Funkdoobiest weren't a part of
this mega-star album, Muggs'
did find a way to get eleven
fabulous musical tracks to-

gether. The best, a scary, hard
'creepy beat with a punchysounding p'iano in the background, features Dr. Ore and Cypress Hill
frontman B Heall with some great
lyrics that go perfectly on "'Pup_
pet Master." Muggs also Ikicks
out a fabulous song with help ,
from Wu-Tallg Clan members
HZAand GZNGenius. The long
but well-worth-the-listen "Third '
World" is a classic in the makiRg.
The booming beat is just another example of why Muggs is
one of the best things going in
the hip-hop wOTld. Part two of the
song, "Battle of 2001" by Cypress Hi II is short and disappointing. Other memorable names on
the who's who of hip hop are MC
Eiht and Boogie Down Bronx's
KRS-One. Both of their tracks
are great. Essentialfy Muggs has
given one more reason why he
should be in the same category
as many of the legendary hiphop OJs.
(Ken Dunkin)

AVAILABLE ~IARCH28TH

WATCRMARH
THE BOOK RELEASE PARTY
WATERMARK
IS MARCH 28TH AT THE WAY OUT CLUB

1/2 ~~~
NEW!
OR TEX HIKE
by H.H. BROWN

BIRKENSTOCK
SANDALS

reg $159.99 NOW $89

20%

to

OFF_
112
.
ALL

NEW BALANCE
CASUAL &
ATHLETIC SHOES

~

PLUS 1/2 OFF ALL ECCO
SHOES & BOOTS

-~
- ..~.,.
...,

-

Bring this coupon for a bonus of
40,000 prize dollars
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,_
Address ~_ _ _ _ _ __
City, State _ _ __
Limit 1 coupon, per day

INTRODUCTORY
SALE!
DR. MARTINS
SHOES &
BOOTS
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Airport, from page 1
riollsly damaged because aircraft using the new runway would fly almost
directly over the observatory.
In order to do researc h on the
faintest ce lestial bodies , the telescope
must be focused on one point in the
sky for 30 to 60 minutes at a time. At
present, most aircraft passing near
rhe observatory are within 20 to 25
degrees of the horizon. Schwartz said
the planes generally don't interfere
with research because the city lights
,and the thicker air mass at the horizon
make research in this area of the sky
: jmpractical. If an airplane does fly
: over the observatory skyspace dur: ing this time, the work is ruined,
• Schwartz said.
A camera-Ii ke instrument known
. as a Charged Coupled Device Pho-

tometer (CCD) is used to take a pic ture of an area of the sky about onefifth the size of the full moon. The
CCD, which is 50 times as efficient
as a camera at gathering light, enables researchers to make quantitative measurements and to get visual
images of faint, distant objects that
would be invisible to a human observer.
Schwartz has requested that the
Federal Aviation Administration provide the money for a new facility in an
area sufficiently removed from the airport traffic pattern ifWl-W is implemented. According to Schwartz, another acceptable option would involve
the F.'\.A. underwriting the cost ofU1v[St. Louis' participation in a facility
shared with other universities .

... the observatory is
the only observatory
equipped for serious
scientific research in
the greater St. Louis
area.
The UM-St. Louis observatory is
the only observatory equipped for serious scientific research in the greater St.
Louis area and one of only two research
observatories in the state.
Currently, UM-St. Louis undergraduates receive stipends fromNASA
to finance observatory research through
the Missouri Space Grant ConsortiUm.

photo: Jerry Weller

Richard Schwartz shows off the observatory's telescope. Schwartz said the W1-W plan
jeopardizes the observatory's mission.

Benton, Stadler.scheduled for facelift
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
(Rolla, Mo.}-The University of Missouri Board of Curators on Friday approved
the schematic design of phase one for aBenton
Hall renovation project.
The project in the first phase will renovate approximately 34,900 sq. ft. of Benton
Hall, 2,300 sq. ft. in Stadler and finish 4,400
sq. ft. of shell space in the Research Building.

Included in the renovation plan is a centralized computer lab, a computer classroom and
an additional science lecture classroom on the
first floor of Benton Hall. The plan also calls for
the completion of of shell space for research
laboratories.
Second, third and fourth floor renovations
entail updating teaching laboratories in the east
wing of Benton.
A portion of Stadler Hall will also be updated for teaching laboratories .
The schematic was presented to the board

by a representative of Canon of St. Louis,
an architectural firm hired by the University last year.
The board voted unanimously to approve the schematic design. The Uni versity
has given the O.K. to seek bids from contractors.
The project budget for phase one is $5.7
million . .
Construction is scheduled to begin in
October of this year and finish in November
of '98.

want to know, where's the money going?"
Avery also wants to introduce "studentrun teacher evaluations." He said the SGA
would publish a booklet that lists all the teachers on campus along with an evaluation from
the students. The booklet would also contain
a short "non-biased" write-up on the lecturers .
'That way students can avoid the bad lecturers, and the lecturers will be forced to do a
good job or get out."
Among other issues, Avery"said he wants
to address parking. He said it's already hard
enough to find a parking space in garages C

and D. "Where are we going to park when
they get rid of the two biggest parking garages (C and D) to expand the University
Center," Avery asked. "We'll have to park
even farther away from the buildings-next
to the Metrolink and in old, condemned
parking garages ."
Instead of just complaining about the
different problems on campus, Avery said
he wants to do something about them . He
figured the best way to address his concerns
would be to run for "the most powerful
position a student can have."

disappears. Sometimes people pick up the slack,
but in general, something that you would have
liked to have done falls by the wayside."
Ehl.mann said administrators will be eager to
takestudents ' new found money though there are
no new costs on college campuses .
"You can point to certain periods where we
had a growing number of students, and it was

necessary to hire more professors," Ehlmann
said. "But we have a pretty stable student
population; we've got most of our building
built, and yet apparently. the market bears
what [university officials] are asking for."
If approved, Ehlmann's bill would take
effect next year, when Carnahan's la,x credit
takes effect early next· year.

A very, from page 1
Every student pays a computing fee of $6
fee per credit hour ($7 beginning the summer
'97 semester). Avery estimated that with
about l4,000full-timestudents, next year the
fees will amount to at least $1,176,000 each
semester. But A very said he does not see the
money in action.
"1 want [the administration J to rationalize the computer fees," Avery said. "Basically, I want them to show me the money."
He added: "Teachers are requiring more
and more work on the internet; so there's a
heavier demand on computer usage. I just

Freeze, from page 1
goals of the next five-year plan."
Krueger said student fees are one of the
largest sources of revenue for the campus. If
student fees are limited to the rate of int1ation,
Krueger said , certain programs and/or personnel will have to be cut.
"No matter who you cut. whatever that
person was doing," Krueger said, "something

NATKJNAl
BLACK

I

rn~
A SS OClATK>N. tNC.
ST. LOUIS CHAPT E R

The National Black MBA
Association (NBMBAA) St.
Louis Chapter is pleased to
announce its 1997 Scholarship
Competition.

The Chapter will award four scholarships for students pursuing graduate degrees, ranging from
$1,000 to $2,500 and one undergraduate scholarship in the amount of $1,000.

photo: Ashley Cook

Chancellor Blanche TouhiIJ accepts the 1997 Trailblazer Award from Fran Hoffman, director of
the Institute for Women's and Gender Studies.

ATTENTION: FACULTY AND STAFF
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS

Please call the
NBMBAA St. Louis Chapter
Student Affairs hotline
(314) 230-2404
to request sholarship material.

PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION

ON THE KONICA 7050 DOCUMENT SYSTEM
SUBJECT:

An introduction to Digital Technology
and Copier Functionality.

WHEN:

Wednesday, March 26th
Anytime Between
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Thrusday March 27th
Anytime Between
9:00am - 4:00 pm

The completed application, essay problem, and transcript must be postmarked to the following addresss
NO LATER THAN APRIL 1, 1997:
PLACE:

J.e. penney Building - Room 78

izEFRESHMENTS *, " DOO PRIZEJ ""'" Of

NBMAA - St. louis Chapter
c/o Student Affairs Committee
PO. Box 5296
St. Louis, Mo 63115

KONICA COUPON
r---------------~-------~

-_
""""""------Phone

Register to Win a Konica Camera
*Mouse Pads

Name
Title
- Dept.

For additional information call Robert Lee at (314) 381-2626

.X

*Coffee Cups

*Koni Cubs

I

-:::---::----:-----"'-7-----". _

Dept/Location

E-MaIl Address

-

~-----------------------~

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL RODGER COOPER (314) 432-6900, EXT. 231
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Riverwomen have successful Florida trip
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

photo co urtesy of Charlie Kennedy

Nicki Kocis bats during a game in Florida over spri ng break.

The UM-St. Louis women's
softball team has started the season
off on the right note as it returned
from Florida with a 4-3 record.
The Riverwomen were originally sc heduled to play. 10 games,
but three were postponed due to
rain. Head coach Charlie Kennedy
said he thinks the team played well.
"We played pretty well as " a
team, but we were plagued by many
errors, " he said. "We need to cut
down on those if we are going to be
successful. "
Kennedy said that he felt that
the pitchers did a great job , especially juniors Diana Mooney and
Nichole Kocis .
"Diana pitched very well, but
she doesn't have much to show for
it because she didn't get very good
defense behind her," Kennedy said.
Mooney is third on the team
with a 4.74 ERA and a 1-3 record.
One of the Riverwomen's victories was over conference ri val SI.
Joseph's, . and according to
Kennedy, the win was a major confidence lift.
"SI. Joseph's is going to be one
of our toughest opponents when
conference play starts, and it was
good to show that we could beat
them," he said.The Riverwomen
\Vo;! the game 2-1.

Although the defense was shaky ,
Kennedy said that it did improve
over the course of the trip.
"We struggled offensively, but
we got better ," he said.
Kennedy said that he was especially impre ssed with th e play of
junior catcher Audrey Kramme ,
Moo ney and freshman outfielder
Sarah Priest.
"Audrey was intimidating on
both offense and behind the plate.
Diana drove the ball well at the
plate and pitched very well, and
Sarah was impressi ve offensively ,"
Kennedy said.
He noted that the rest of the
team struggled for the most part,
but he feels they will come around.
The Riverwomen's record
stands at 5-~. The team played three
games before heading to Florida . It
split a doubleheader with
Lindenwood on March 4, then lost
to Quincy 3-0 on March 6.
The Riverwomen were scheduled to leave last Saturday to take
on Bellarmine, Southern Indiana
and Kentucky Wesleyan. They then
followed the same schedule again
on Sunday.
Kennedy sai:d he expects the
team to do well.
"We have worked real hard up
to this point, and if our bats come
around and we get solid defense , I
think that will be the difference,"
Kennedy said.

Rivermen roll through Florida
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

Few pitchers to carry
burden for baseball
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

An 8-1 record in Florida has
. propelled the Rivermen baseball
team into a winnin g season.
The Ri vermen put together so me
fabulous offensive games . They
started the tri p off wi th a 10-0 rip of
Bl.oomsburgc,.,Joe Radke; th rew. rn >.
seven inning complete game. Th e. :
best hitting effort on the trip was
put in by senior Dan Chinnici.
Chinnici ripped apart Keene State.·

The Rivermen baseball will
have to deal with only having six
pitchers and other teams hunting
for tnem.
. DU-Mo their College W orld-Series berth last season, the team has
had to face some tough tasks. The
toughest is responding to a loss
after a season and decade filled

He wenI4-for-4 wilh 8RBI. Schmidt

They team has pO\ye red their
way through the first stretch of ,
games. They are averaging around
six runs per game.
"We know Dan Chinnici and I
Todd Schmidt are for real, but the '
other people - they have to prove :
it over a p eno'tl~ of time ," 'Brady
said.
One of the team's new pJayers
that has done well is Scott Lu czak.
Luczak, a second baseman/short-

with wins.
stop, has been akey member ot the
"When we walk out there I ex- squad in the early going, but, as

would go 1O-for-10 in a several
game stretch.

pect to win," Ri vermen head coach

"We can slug it with the best of
them but we have got to have our
pitchers throw quality innings for
us to be successful," Brady said. "If
we do that with our capable offense
we will win games. It is just up to
our pitchers to keep us in the gam e."
Se veral pitchers had tough outings. Eric Stockman was knoc ked
out after two and two -third innings.
He gave up five earned runs .
"As far as keeping me off of
medication, it is easier for us to get
quality innings out of our pitchers,"
Brady said . "It can be nerve racking

see Florida, page 8

photo co urtesy of Charl.ie Kennedy

Junior Diana Mooney is on the mound for a game over spring
break in Florida.

photo by: Ken Dunkin

#34 Andy Seal pitches in a game earlier in the season.

Spring(breaking) into baseball
Another spring break has come· have been my last Spri11g break.
and gone. I really can't believe that
However, whether I am in school
the semester is half over. Befo~e you or not, there is one place that I have
know it, summer will be here though always wanted to visit during midsome days \ve've had this spring al- March, a place I have never been.
ready have felt like
lhavealways wanted
in
.. S P
b
summer.
OVERTIME
to VlSlt . t eters urg,
TIlls is my fOlllth , .
.
Fla., to
watch the
year of college, and
Cardinal' s spri ng training
for the first time, I
games.
didn'tgo anywhere at
I ha ve always talked
all. Last year I wenl to
about goi ng, but I never
the Lake of The
reall y had the opportuOzarks for a few days,
nity.
and two years ago, I
In fact, two years ago
went to Day to na
when I was down in
.Beach in Florida.TIlls
Florida, I was going to
Brian Fo lso m
year, I simpl y just
make the drive over to St.
sp ortsassociate
didn't have anything
Pete, butasmy luck would
planned.
have it, tpere was no
I even took a week's vacation from spring training that season because of
my job because I thought it would be the player' s strike.
I have talked to people who have
nice not to have anything to.do at all for .
a week, but in fact, I found myself been to spring training, and I hear the
wishing I had something to do or some- atmosphere is unbelievable.It is much
where to go.
more calm and relaxed than at Busch
My girlfriend goes to school at SlUE, Stadium.
and she had herspring break at the same
I hope that in the near future, I will
time I did. We talked about maybe be able to go down to spring training and
driving to Hannibal or Branson for a enjoy the atmosphere myself.
couple of days, but nothing really
Next year, the Cardinals are movmaterialized:The week was nOt a total ing to Jupiter, Fla., so ifI get the chance
waste, though, because I got a lot ofstuff to go next year, it will be in an entirely
done around my house that needed to new ballpai'k forthe Cardinals.So ifnext
get done, and I helped my girlfuend year comes and I get the chance to go,
that's great. Ifno\, that's alright too, I'll
renovate her bedroom at her house.
r plan to graduate from UM-St just keep looking forward to the next
Louis in December, sO this may well year.

Jim J?rady said. "Most of the play'ers feel the same way _We tend to
focus more on our losses than wins
because we expect to win. When
we lose we figure out a way that we
won't do it again. We want to make
our losses few and far between ."
So far the Riverrnen have done
well at keeping the losses away.
They are 11-3 On the season .
"We ha ve seen every teams top
pitcher," Brady said. "We have
pretty much been able to control
, things . It says a lot about the balance we have from top to bottom .
But I keep thinking, are they teasing me? Are they for real?"

Brady said ,·he still makes freshman mistakes.
" It is encouraging 10 have
young players in, because there
was a time when Chinnici and
Schmidt went through the same
things," he said. "Eventually the
light came on in their heads. Scott '
is a guy that combines very good
athleticism with a very good work
ethic and those are the guys that
you like to build your ball club
"a round . .It bodes well for the future."
The team's pitching staff has
only two players returning, Andy

see Baseball, page 8

Young Riverwomen

hope to compete in
new conference
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
The 1997 Riverwomen 'softbal1
team enters the season with no seniors, but jt hopes to gain respect
and have success in its new Great
Lakes Valley Conference.
The Riverwomen finished at a
respectable 8-8 last season in the
MIAA con ference . However, the
team wa s 12-18 overall , and it
w ould like to improve on that
record . .
New h ea d coach Charlie
Kennedy said he feels confident
that the learn will do better.
" We don't have any seniors,
but if we get consistent play and
everyone backs each other up, we
should be alright," he said .
Kennedy said that the
Riverwomen are going to have to
be solid both offensively and defe nsi vely.
"Our strength is going to be our
offense, but we are going to need
our defense to step up as well," he
said.

Kennedy was the assistant coach
at UM-SI. Louis the past two seasons, so he is familiar with the program. Howev er, since this is the
first year that the Riverwomen will
compete in the GL VC , he said he
real I y doesn't know what to expect
yet from his opponents.
"We really don't know too much
about our conference opponents yet,
but we already beat SI. Jos~ph's in
Florida, and that was a big win for
us," he said.
Kennedy said that SlUE ,
Bellarmine , Quincy and SI.
Joseph ' s will most likely be the
toughest opponents.
Kennedy said that there aren't
any leaders ye.~ on the team, but
there are plenty of players with
valuable experience to help the
Riverwomen.
According to Kennedy, two
players he expects to be of help are
junior Amy Costanza, who will be
at third base, and junior Christina
Pronto, who will be in center field.
Both players are from Joliet Junior
Colle[7c in Joliet. Ill.

photo courtesy of Charlie' Kennedy

Shannon Humphrey plays in outfield during a game in Florida.
Kennedy said he also looks to
catcher Audrey Kramme. Kramme,
a junior, hit .316 last season and
finished second on the team in several categories, including runs batted in with 17, doubles with six and
home runs with two.On the mound,
Kennedy will rely upon juniors
Nichole Kocis and Diana Mooney.
Kocis led the team last season
with a 1.72 earned rlIn :IVF'. r<'<7P 1 ~

complete-games, three shutouts and
46 strikeouts. She also pitched 110
innings.
Mooney had a ·2.66 ERA a year
ago, . with seven complete games,
and she issued only 15 walks in 58
innings pitched.
"If Kocis and Mooneypitch well
and we get good defense behind
them , we'll win some games,"
K

P-tl nPfh,
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~.could be done for the season as he
1as had arm problems since the
Florida trip two weeks ago. Seal
went 7-0 last season and should be
the anchor of the staff.
"Our pitching staff is really go-

ing to have to step up," Schmidt
said . "We've only got about six

guys and they will log a lot of innings . That is where winners. are
put together on the mound and in
good fielding. "
The line up isn 't a problem for
the team . Similar to last season the
team can score nms and they hit ·
well. They also have the steller play

of four year players Chinnici and
Schmidt.
" We field a so lid line up," Brady
said. "It is a Ii ne up that is very hard
to pitch to."
"We know we can play and beat
anybody," Schmidt said. " We're not
afraid of anyone."

mistakes that account for one loss,"
Brady said. "We are such overachievers that we expect to win every time we step on the field. We
tend to dwell on our losses more
than our wins because we expect to
win. Good teams strive for that feeling. "
Despite the loss the team had
several solid hitting performances.

James Hoffman hit three home runs
and had four rbi" Eric Blaha went 2for -3 with three [bi and three runs
scored .With the eight key victories
the team gained some momentum
they n eed for their first run in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference.
"We had good momentum coming out of Florida," Schmidt said.
"We know we ' re a good team ."

Florida from page 7
at times to be in slug-fest games ."
The only blemish on the team
was a 12-11 loss to North Dakota
mid-way through the trip . The pitchi'ng feU through for the Rivermen as
they gave up two runs in the bottom
of the seventh inning to lose the
game.
" Because we have been so successful we tend to focus on the small "

Catch all the exciting
spring sports action as the
Rivermen and Riverwomen
begin GLVC play!!

March 24,1997

.Rivermen split with IP-Ft. Wayne
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
The Rivermen baseball team

split their first Great Lakes Valley
Conference match up in school his-

breaking ball.
" Andy Seal didn't get ahead of
batters, " Brady said. "He was having problems with his breaking ball.
They were able to si t back on his

two games had alarmed seve ral
players. It is a huge problem for th e
coaching staff.
"It is cause for concer n," Brady
said. "It shows lack of men tal focus

fastball. They waited and got their over a period of time. Good teams
pitches. His breaking stuff wasn ' t can ex te nd themselves over a
tory last Saturday.
Tbe Rivermen, 11-3 and 1-1 in in th e strike zo ne."
double-header. It looks to me as
tbe GLVC, dethough this team
strayed IUPU-Ft.
has yet to master
Wayne in the first
that. When you
game 16-7. Jeremy
"We came out focused in the first game.
beat a team into
Bird ea u threw a
submissio n th ey
The second game we were dragging. We
seven inning comare going to come
were seconds behind on everything. "
pl e te game. He
back and try and
struck out nine
- Todd Schmidt get things even.
while walking only
Rivermen First Baseman You have to beat
them up again so
three. Many Rivermen bad big
they don ' t corne
back. "
garnes,
Todd
" We have to
Schmidt was 4-forA difference in the games was get fo c used, " Schmidt said . "Guys
4, James Hoffman was 4-for-5 and
Dan Chinnici went I-for-I with two in the walk area. Whiie the pitcher have to act like they want to be
in the first game was wild , the here. We need to getourintensity to
walks.
The second game went far worse pitcher in the seco nd had good con- go up. We're in a little dead period
trol.
now but in time we will come out of
for the Rivermen.
"Their pitcher was throwing a it. "
Ft. Wayne held them scoreless
The team had several problems
until the sixth inning . They were lot of balls in the first," Schmidt
on defense in the game, th e worst
down by eight when they first said. "We took advantage of iL"
Cummins, the IUPU-Ft. Wayne was in the fifth when there was a
scored.
"We came out focused in the pitcher, walked 10 batters in the pop to short left. James Hoffman
"first game," Schmidt said. "The sec- first and third jnnings giving up 12 and Eric Blaha let a fly ball drop
which eventually led to several runs
ond game we were dragging. W e earned runs.
"The second game the pitcher scorin g.
were seconds behind on everything .
" We didn ' t take the initiative to
We caine out flat and let a mediocre came right at us," Schmidt said.
"We didn't make any adjustments go after the ball, " Brady said. "We
team beat us ."
They lost the game 9-5. Andy to what he was doing. It showed in got ourselves behind the eight-ball.
We gave them too many outs tbat
Seal was tagged for six runs in five the scores. "
The scoring difference in the inning.
innings. He had trouble finding his
II

Softball
March 25 -SIU-Edwardsville 5
5
April
3 - Mckendree

pm
pm

For more information contact the
athletic deportment at 516-5661

SAINT
LOUIS
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Official Sponsors Of
Riverman Basketball
.
1903 forsyth
(ouer Taco Bell) in Clayton

April 3, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

to orelier tickets and register
for great 5150
prizes!

__ _
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Stop by the
Student Activities Center

727-2334

•

•
$10 off any purchase of

•

•

$100 or more.

•
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••

•

Present coupon at time of •
•
purchase.
•
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FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE
Packard Bell computer loaded with
everything including the last est
software with all Microsoft accessories. Includes color monitor,
printer, and speakers. Paid $3,900.
will sacrifice for o nly $899. Mus t
sell call 291-4718.
INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE!
$70 only for an almost new Technics
A V control stereo receiver SA-GX
190 with remote control to improve
your sound system.Call 383-4303 for
Daniel.

ROOM FOR R EN T:
Jun e-August 1997 . W alking distance to UMS L. Quiet neighborhood. Clean & full y furnish ed . $250
monthly - includes gas & electricity.
I month security deposit and references neede d.
Call Dan iel
at 383-4303 for any .details.

Join
The Current

,

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups, Any campus
organi zation can raise up to $1000 by
earni ng a whopping $5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified c allers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

TV

\~ SOfo.o\ETll\o\H

~

6000, AIJD

~

SOMeT 1rv\E\' , ..

BlISINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IN f'Ro""

recei ves an MIP refund . Call Toll-free
1-88 8-321-4440 ext.2009. No experienc r~ necessary. SATISFACTION

"Soo08'j-ooo" Be.(f\V5E.
!lOU TQ':I

A

"\1-\E.~f'olOR\o:.S"

A TIENTION MODELS !!
HAVE YO U EVER M ODELED?
(RUNWAYIPRINT) YOU C OULD
BE FEATURED IN A NEW BOOK
AB OUT M IS SO U RI M ODEL S,
SEND YOUR PICTURE , SASE,
AND R ESUME TO: MISS OURI
KA TW A LK,
A TIN : KE RRI
PYATT , 555 WMOHAWK ROAD ,
# 18, CHll.LICOTIIE, MO 6460 1.

NEEDED IMM EDIATELY.

CALL LAURA AT 429-2999,

Why Did The Duck Get Teed Off?
'Cause it had no
Career-related Experience!!

LOa\:: Ll~ SEA Nlo"'l<.E.Y \'

"Tf.\10 PAW-PAWS" IS A
BI<O, 8AO SHoW. nte.':t 'Qc

WI1l-\ e.LOWHOl.ES'.1HE':1'f2~

V~" U4ll.Dt~H. rv\A':lSE.

PRE.11'j GcoO, PIK'IT'::J SAO,
MoQ.t. L\~ 1"-l-BfTWK>J.

:louR. \C.IOS WIl.l. 1.\1:.E:
B\J\ 1. \-\A. T E. IT.
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IT,
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"X8-JFI"

BI/t I. ootJ'T". 1,' So lOa
GoR':l. Wt. SAW XENA A.T
~ U>lI\lERSA.L $TvOlOl)
TOVP.,

Silt St\&

WAs/'J' r nu:

REAL AaOP... I. WAS ~ov"'G
c,>Jo SIl'::l.

IN 6ENtAAL, I

CAR.'coo,) 8E~Ol2E BE.O.

(Ot.\M £:R,ClA LoN,

WOu\.-O SA'::! TV
\ S OoJ E. OE' ::JOuj;L
&CST FQ.Il<-NOS'.

WI:\I;N ~~~ A ~>1E2ClAL
ON, DON', v.lp.,ST£- ':!OIJ~

C.LoSE '::lout<, ~'1ES.

Tt .... E.. 1A\:.\N6 UlNG ON
BRu'iHI.JG ':lOu,," TEETH

HELP WANTED
Part-time sales person in Ladies Tennis
and Golf apparel. Fun environment in
the Creve Coeur Area. Con tact C arol at
567-5772.

-- DO IT

e Current Classified Order Form
f

Narne:

F I C,uQ.E:

2: AFT££. :1we. BAl'fI, SA '1
~I)J Couw WATU-\ t;

1: WH.I:,N TttERis:

I

Don't duck the issue
Ask about our .•.

11)

W\-\.o OlD IT BE.c.Avs\;, IT's

H E LP WANTED
Promotions/ part-time have fun working at nightclubs, u'adeshows, and
otiller St. L ouis spec ial events doing
promotional work while earning great
pay . Contact JuLia at 878-0808.

IDEA L JOB FOR STU DENT.
MUST BE DETAIL ORIENTED. AND A QUICK LEARNER.
FLEXIBILITY WITH SCH EDULE.
LOOKING FOR SO MEO NE THAT CAN BEGIN
WORKING THREE DAYS A WEEK (TU ES-THURS) .

'::lou Jv >r sIr
A"t> OO .... ·T

TH''-JK. M~ MOM 1.1klOS'

GUARANTEED.

LOCAL APPRAISAL COMPANY
LOOKING FOR PART TIME PERSON TO
ASSIST WITH APPRAISAL PACKAGING.

SA~,)

SHE

Eam up to $ 1500 E very time someone

I
I

Student #:

f

I

Q(}IC.~!

CLASSlF'l EDS
WORK

CALL LISA
516-5175

(Yo u must include n ame and student number
for ad to run.)
M E~s sage:

CAREER EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS
• Summer Internships
• Cooperative Education
• Part-time & Full-time Jobs

Drop off your a d at The Current

CAREER SERVICES

L~~~~~~~~~:~~~! ~~~~~~~~

308 Woods Hall - 516-5111
E X C L U S I VEL Y

f

u ,.
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CREDIT

PROBLEMS1

I

Calltoday for your very own VISA~ card ...
with NO Securj~ Deposil for afca Members!
, good credit is eJSY with

rair credit ~ocialionls .

,V6A

:lJld your very own afca VISA
from BANKFIRST. You must
employed t~ last three ITIOnths ~

IIIiiiIiI

per month With no derogatory credit In the last
1OOIl1m,
memoc~hip IS reqUired. For
~Iai~ on this unmured VISA
cord, just call,

U(m YOUR OWN ~JA

(AlDfMl,

UNFORTUNATELY; TIDS IS
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very y,a r, a lot 01' peop le ma ke a huge

beFore-tax dollars. you pay less in taxes

mistake on their taxes. Th ey wind lip send-

s ince ea rnin gs on your SRJ\s are tax

in g Unc le Sam money they could he saving For
ret irement.

What e lse do SRAs offer '! The i

F o,·tuna te ly, that 's" mistake you can
avoid wit h Sk As-tax -def'errcd ann ui ti es ['rom
TJ AA-C RI~l".

rl .. herr.;!,,-j

money works even harder for y ou .

SRAs no t only case your curTent

tax bite, they oner an easy

Wily

to bui ld retirement

choice. fl exibility . and expe rti se of
America 's f'ol'(cmosl' retirement- organi
\VhY w rite off the chance for a
ing re tire m e nt? Stop by y our benefirs

income-especially lor the "extras" thai )'our'

or call us a t 1 800 842-2888 and hnd

pens ion and Socia l Sec urity benefits may not

TIAA -CREF SRAs can help y ou e nj
hap'py ret ul·ns .

co ver. I3ccausc your contributions are made in

Visit u s on the Inte r'net at www.tiaa-cref.org

~
_

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'

'
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THE-FUN COMPANY HAS BEEN PROVIDING
CORPORATE PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS NATIONALLY FOR OVER 30 YEARS.
OUTGOING, ORGANIZED INDIVIDUALS
WHO WANT TO TRA VEL AND BE ON-SITE EVENT
MANAGERS SHOULD CONTACT CHERYL AT
800-3974701 x. 225 FOR INFORMA nON OR
INTERVIEW. TRAiNING BEGINS SOON!

WT CHANCE!!! PMD
MAY 8EAY~UBLE
ON YOUR

DECI~ION~.

Fage 10
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U-Center Timeline

April 27, 1995-studen~s
vote in favor of building a
new student center.

March 21, 1997- Curators approve the
schematic design.

Dec. '99-completion.

I
~-----~~----------·---~-~~-~I~~\~-----~-------~
·r · ......... J~ ... .
June '94-RDG Bussard
Dil<is conducts over 3,000
inte N iews on the issue of
improving the curre nt
U-Center.

\

Oct.'96-Unived;ity
hires
Kennedy and Asso~ iates to design the building.

May '98-construction begins.

,

- '-'

.. '

U-Center, from page 1
construct it? '. Ifwe ha ve the money, we do it. If we don ' t
have the money, we don' t do it."
Touhill said the escalators are a done deal and will
de finitely be in.
But Vi ce Chancellor of Managerial and Technological Services James Krueger said nothing is set in stone
until the contractors submit their bids.
"Nothing's a done deal until the construction bids
. CJi)me in ," he said. "But if the latest cost estimates are
accurate, the bridge is in ."
Krueger said if the bid comes in too high, the bridge
will be the first thing the Chancellor cuts .
If indeed the bid comes in too high, Touhill said she
·ill work hard to find the money.

Finalists for human resources director to be
interviewed. The tbree finalists for director of Human
Resources will be in,terviewed individually from 11 :30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on the the following dates: March
24. 75J.C. Penney Buildj ng; M arch 31. 75 J.e. Penney
B uilding; and Aptil 1. 78 J.C. P nlley. The campus
community is weI orne to hear the finalists ' presentations and stay for a brief question-and-answer session.
Call dmini trati e Serv i es at 516-5206 for details.
New s tud ent orientation to be teleconference
topic. A teleconferen c titled, . A Meeting of (h
Minds: Two Perspective on ew Student Seminars,"

''I'm wo rking at it," she said. ''I'm not just sitting in
my office looking out the window ."
The cost to students .. ,
When the U-Center opens , which is projected to be
before the start of the win ter 2000 semester if all goes
well, students will be assessed an additi onal $6 .05 for the
student activity fee. With a 12-hour 'ap, the maximum
amC'Jnt a student would pay per semester is $72.60.
The studems agreed to pay the fee in a referendum
two years ago. At that time , they voted overwhelmingly
in favor of building a new student center, with 72 percent
of the 936 voters marking " yes ."

In the early stages of planning i or a new student
center, one option was to renovate the ejtisting University
Center. However, in the Masterplan stl.ldy completed in
1995 by RDG Bussard Dikis Brailsfor9 and Associates,
it was confirmed that retoo.ling the current U-Center
could not meet the needs of students ai; spelled out in
numerous student focus groups , surveys and interviews
conducted by the consulting firm .
Not exactly one-stop . . .
Despite the moniker "one-stop s.hopping" for s tu~
dents, the new center will not be able to house every
student service and org
unit. Be cause of space

•

wIre
by John Gardner and David Ellis, will be onducred ITom

noon to "3 p.m. March 25 in R OODl 78 of the J.C. Penney
Building. Contact the Center fo r cademic Development
"t 516-51 94 for de tails.
K ids 'n' computers. The Mi ro omputi ng Program

in Continuin g Education and OiJtreach offers Saturday
com puter classes for students in presohool (age 4) througb
eighth grade April 5 througb M " y 3 at the West County
Computer Center. 17 15 Deer Tracks Trail and April 12
thro ugh May l Oin the I.C. Penney Conference Center.
Call S16-69LO for more information.
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constraints (the Structure is set at 168,000 sq. ft.) the
International Students Organization and Counseling Services will not make it into the building.
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the Chancellor, said that
because of the building's size, choices had to be made.
"The building just wasn't big enough to put everyone
we wanted in, " he said.
Driemeier said some accommodations are possible.
For instance, a lounge might be given to the international
students .
Small details aside, Driemeier said, the U-Center will
be no bigger than it is now.
The curators will vote one more time regarding the UCenter. This time it will be to approve the contractor.

Finance office to move. On April 1 tbe Finance
Office will move from 324 Woods Hall to 216 Woods
Hall. Thene w fa,~ n umberwill be516-5302. All other
numbers will remain the same.
New writing, math programs deal' CHRE.
UM-St. Lom ' proposals for a masrer's degree program in creative writing anD a Ph.D . ill applied
mathematics have been approved by Kala Stroup,
commissioner of the state' s Coordinating Board for
Highee Education. The commissioner' d eci ion win
be reported to the CRHE wh~n itrneets aga in in ApriL

